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18. Interpretative pluralism within EU law
Gareth Davies

I. COMPETING CONSTITUTIONS

Legal pluralism is a description of a state of affairs which exists within the territory of
the EU, and indeed within most jurisdictions: that which occurs when there are
multiple independent sources of law.1 Constitutional pluralism is a more contested
description of the EU situation, based on the fact that national and EU constitutions
coexist in a not entirely resolved relationship, with the highest national and European
courts both claiming a form of primacy for their own legal order.2 There are multiple
sources of the apparently supreme.

This discrepancy may be analysed in different ways. One may take sides – most
plausibly by arguing that for any given individual or even any given Member State the
situation is less ambiguous than may seem: as a matter of fact, whatever the European
Court of Justice may claim or desire, the national constitution takes precedence in
almost all Member States, and the Treaties occupy a place in the legal hierarchy just
below this.3 The ECJ’s claims of constitutional primacy have not been accepted. It
played, and it lost.

Alternatively, one can understand the claims less in terms of primacy and more in
terms of non-subordination, and take a more process-oriented approach to what a
constitution is. The European constitutional order can then be seen as a composite of
the Treaties and national constitutions, constructed out of the interpretations of both
national and EU courts. Given the low degree of actual conflict at constitutional level,
it is plausible to believe that both sides invest quite some effort in interpreting their
legal orders in a way compatible with the other, so that the meaning and substance of

1 J Griffiths, ‘What is legal pluralism’ (1986) 18 Journal of Legal Pluralism and Unofficial
Law 1; B Tamanaha, ‘Understanding legal pluralism: past to present, local to global’ (2008) 30
Sydney Law Review 375.

2 N MacCormick, ‘The Maastricht-Urteil: sovereignty now’ (1995) 1 European Law Journal
259; N Walker ‘The idea of constitutional pluralism’ (2002) 65 Modern Law Review 317; N W
Barber, ‘Legal pluralism and the European Union’ (2006) 12 European Law Journal 306;
M Maduro, ‘Interpreting European law: judicial adjudication in a context of constitutional
pluralism’ (2007) European Journal of Legal Studies 1; N Krisch, ‘The case for pluralism in
postnational law’ LSE Law, Society and Economy Working Paper 12/2009.

3 G Davies, ‘Constitutional disagreement in Europe and the search for pluralism’. In
J Komarek and M Avbelj (eds), Constitutional Pluralism in the European Union and
Beyond (pp. 269–84). Oxford: Hart Publishing.
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the two documents are deeply linked.4 Constitutional pluralism is then not so much a
plurality of constitutions as a constitutional order which is plural.

One of the problems of this approach is the meaning it gives to ‘constitutional’. One
might say that appeal courts, and even lower courts, give de facto meaning to the
national constitution through the way they interpret it and the influence that they exert
on the highest national court – for surely all courts form a legal order, not just the
highest. Are they then constitutional courts too? To call a court supreme, or a document
constitutional, is not usually to imply that it is free of all influence or outside any
pressing context. Rather, it is just a description of a formal hierarchy. From this formal
point of view, constitutional pluralism does not exist in the EU, because it is
oxymoronic. However, if the constitutional is given a less textual and more functional
meaning, so that it embraces the totality of the normative umbrella shaping law and
society, then perhaps constitutional pluralism is real – although constitutionalist
pluralism, or even pluralist constitutionalism, might be better terms.

There is in fact more uncertainty around the best labels for the current situation than
there is around the situation itself. The pathways of dispute resolution are relatively
clear. The discussion is about what name we should give them – which is in turn a
discussion about whether they deserve names deriving from other, more traditional
situations, which is itself a discussion about the past, and so perhaps even harder to
resolve than one about the present. Each choice brings its political and theoretical
baggage.

The particular choice to speak of pluralism is apparently conciliatory. It often reflects
a view that the term, and the ideas it encompasses, help to resolve the tension between
legal orders. Pluralism, with its implication of the acceptance of diversity, offers a way
of thinking in which it is plausible and coherent that neither the EU nor national legal
orders entirely dominate the other. Destructive conflicts and standoffs which may lead
to both legal uncertainty and a loss of legitimacy are no longer the inevitable result of
difference. Pluralism, in short, suggests a philosophy of communication, dialogue and
compromise which allows constructive coexistence, and avoids the need to answer
unanswerable questions.

However, the management of opposing forces does not need to be imagined if the
forces are not imagined as opposing: precisely in its construction of a philosophy of
peace making, pluralism maintains the possibility of war.5 It is, in this sense, an
oppositional philosophy, conceding to the macho vision of two candidates for primacy
pacing around each other nervously, rather than questioning whether Europe’s law
needs to be seen at all in terms of a potential standoff between alpha males.

The question in this chapter is whether the EU, quite unlike a state in its scope,
design and legitimacy, should be understood as having the kind of constitutional
autonomy which this picture requires. On the contrary, it need not challenge national
constitutions at all, if it is permitted to influence them. For there are unlikely to be
irreconcilable differences between the texts of the Treaties and of national constitutions.

4 A Bobic, ‘Constitutional pluralism is not dead: an analysis of interactions between
constitutional courts of member states and the European Court of Justice’ (2017) 18(6) German
Law Journal 1395; G Martinico, ‘Constitutional conflicts’ in this volume.

5 See J Lawrence, ‘Of politics and pluralism’ in this volume.
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Primacy of one over the other is thus a hypothetical question, unless courts make it
actual by interpreting the two as being at odds. This, however, they would only do if
they conceive of the two as separate, and of one as belonging to them and the other as
belonging to another legal order, and hence another court.6 This mentality is at the heart
of any problems that may arise.

Instead, we may imagine the Treaties as part of national law,7 so that it is the
responsibility of national judges to interpret them, and national constitutions, in a way
that fits the texts together, just as they would with other laws. Provisions in tension
with each other need not be seen as demanding a normative hierarchy, but instead as
loci for balancing processes – as with privacy and free speech.

Conflicts, on this view, are not between constitutions but between courts – if they
interpret differently. However, part of this chapter’s argument is that interpretative
differences are normal, desirable features of legal systems, and particularly essential as
a feature of EU law – and this includes differences between the European Court of
Justice and national courts. Their different readings of the Treaties do not need to be
resolved by a hierarchy of interpretations, but should simply be accepted as part of the
way law works. Interpretative pluralism does not deny the possibility of disagreement
about important questions of law, but it suggests that the disagreements are more
constructively, and more plausibly, located not in the question of which law is top, but
rather in the question of what the law means.

II. EXTERNAL LIMITS TO EU COMPETENCES

The basic legal structure of the European Union has a certain apparent inconsistency.
The most fundamental principle of its construction is that it is an organization with
only conferred powers.8 This is essential both to understanding how and when it may
exercise power, and also to understanding its legitimacy. It is not constructed as an
open-ended tool of legal expression, but as a means to defined and limited ends.9

Yet if it is to be a contained and limited jurisdiction, then this raises the question of
how that containment and definition are to come about. It is commonly assumed that
the task of definition falls to the European Court of Justice, as the definitive interpreter
of the Treaties. Certainly, this is the view which that court seems to take, in that it
regards all other courts as bound by its interpretations.10 However, the Court is part of
the EU, not outside it.11 If it determines the scope of EU law, then that would mean that
the EU would enjoy Kompetenz-Kompetenz, the authority to define its own powers.
This however would be incompatible with conferred powers, for to say that you have

6 Case 6/64 Costa v Enel ECLI:EU:C:1964:66.
7 Case 6/64 Costa v Enel ECLI:EU:C:1964:66.
8 Article 5 TEU.
9 G Davies, ‘Democracy and legitimacy in the shadow of purposive competence’ (2015)

21(1) European Law Journal 2.
10 Case C-446/98 Fazenda Pubblica [2000] ECR I-11435; Case 69/85 Wünsche [1986] ECR

947; Case C-445/05 Haderer [2007] ECR I-4841; M Broberg and N Fenger, Preliminary
References to the European Court of Justice (Oxford University Press, 2010) 441–3.

11 Article 13 TEU.
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only the powers that I give you, but you may determine what those powers are, is to
express a constraint so weak as to be meaningless.12

This conflict might be less urgent if EU powers were highly precise and technical, so
that a court had limited interpretative space before it reached the limits of its social
legitimacy. However, EU powers are almost as much the opposite of this as can be
imagined: their functional nature, the broad nature of their goals and the complete lack
of social or scientific consensus on the best way of achieving those goals all mean that
the possible readings of the Treaty are broad and various, potentially encompass almost
all visions of society and of Europe and potentially overlap with almost all policy
measures and laws adopted by Member States.13 If the EU, via its court, can choose the
meaning of the Treaties, then the promise that it enjoys only a limited conferral of
power is hollow.

The work of resolving this has been done up until now by national constitutional
courts, who emphasise that they will, if necessary, police the limits of EU power, using
their constitutional authority.14 Rejecting the more unmitigated claims to constitutional
primacy made by the Court of Justice, they assert that EU actions conflicting with
national constitutional norms will be disapplied within their Member States. The outer
limits of the EU are thus defined by national constitutional law.

There are, however, two problems with this approach. One is that constitutional law
is not particularly suited to policing socioeconomic competences. Constitutions are
good at providing red lines on classical matters of high legal principle, such as human
rights, or aspects of procedural or institutional justice. National supreme courts are
textually well supported if they need to guarantee the protection of such matters against
potential EU infringements.

However, the violation of such concrete norms is not the same as the spread of
competence – competence creep, as it is sometimes called.15 What surely needs to be
guaranteed if conferral is to be meaningful is that there is sufficient definition and
precision in the scope of EU powers, that they are not extended to the point that powers
intended to be left to the Member States are essentially undermined or excluded, that
the meaning which is given to EU powers has some objectively satisfactory basis in
science or text or in the political context and that this meaning takes account of the
effects on Member State competences too.

Constitutional principles do not provide good tools for this, although the German
Federal Constitutional Court has been creative in its attempts to adapt them to the
purpose. By finding that the constitution guarantees democracy, and that this principle
requires the possibility of protecting national competences from undue invasion, it gave
itself the authority to police the scope of EU competence; then, in determining that the

12 Lisbon judgment of the BvG, 2 BvE, 2/08, 30 June 2009; Honeywell judgment of the
BvG, 2 BvR 2661/06, 6 July 2010.

13 Davies, ‘Democracy and legitimacy’, above; G Conway, ‘Conflicts of competence norms
in EU law and the legal reasoning of the ECJ’ (2010) 11 German Law Journal 966.

14 See D Chalmers, G Davies and G Monti, EU Law, 3rd edn (Cambridge University Press,
2014), p. 222; A von Bogdandy and S Schill, ‘Overcoming absolute primacy: respect for
national identity under the Lisbon Treaty’ (2011) 48 Common Market Law Review 1417.

15 S Weatherill, ‘Competence creep and competence control’ (2004) 23 Yearbook of
European Law 1.
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essential issue was whether sufficient space was left to Member States to shape their
own social and economic lives, it gave itself a red line, a rule against which EU action
could be measured.16

However, this is hardly a precise line, and one great problem is that it measures a
total effect, making it hard to apply to a particular measure. Which judgment or
directive is the drop that overflows, the legal act which finally limits Member State
powers too much? The principles constructed by the FCC function better as a
generalised warning to the Court of Justice than as applicable rules.

The second problem with national constitutional policing of conferral is that it
assumes and accepts the congenital delinquency of EU law. By contrast, should EU law
not contain its own mechanisms of containment?17 Did the Member States really intend
to create a legal monster that could only be contained from outside? Surely, if at all
possible, they would have created an organisation whose principles, including confer-
ral, were protected by features of its own organisation, and the Treaty should be read,
as far as possible, in that light.

Thus while, as a matter of national law, national constitutions may provide a last line
of defence, this does not mean that EU law is thereby absolved of any obligation to
self-discipline. The Treaty places conferral at the heart of what the EU is, and its own
law should respect that. Moreover, it may well be that self-policing mechanisms are
more effective, at least in day-to-day use, than the application of broad constitutional
norms.

III. INTERNAL LIMITS TO EU COMPETENCES

It is the meaning of EU law that is at stake in conferral. The Treaties themselves cannot
violate that principle, since they are the substance that has been conferred. The question
is whether the meaning given to the Treaty texts, either when they are applied directly
or when they are used to justify legislation, undermines the idea of limited powers.

Given that this meaning is so open, and so indeterminate, and so contested – so
political – it could be thought that the EU legislative process is precisely what confers
legitimacy on a given meaning. The Parliament and Council ensure that the Treaty
means what Europeans want it to. However, there are several problems with this. One
is that the hierarchy of norms within the EU legal order ensures that secondary
legislation is subject to the Court’s interpretation of the Treaty.18 The dominant
interpreter within the EU is the Court, and it has the power to annul dissenting
interpretations – which power it has used.19 The legislature does not seem able to
effectively exert control over the Court.

16 Lisbon judgment of the BvG, 2 BvE, 2/08, 30 June 2009.
17 Davies, ‘Constitutional disagreement’, above.
18 G Davies ‘Legislative control of the European Court of Justice’ (2004) 51 Common

Market Law Review, 1579.
19 C-236/09, Association Belge des Consommateurs Test-Achats v. Conseil des ministres,

[2011] ECR I-773; Case C-376/98 Germany v Parliament and Council (Tobacco Advertising)
[2000] ECR I-8419.
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More fundamentally, mere political blessing does not satisfy conferral. The political
organs of the EU are equally, perhaps primarily, subject to this principle. The essence
of conferral, one might argue, is that the mere fact that the political organs of the EU
support a certain act does not mean it is possible. EU political choices are intended to
be constrained, and so internal politics cannot provide a guarantee of appropriately
limited EU powers.

Rather, what is needed is a mechanism that is internal to EU law, but effectively
constrains its institutions. This might be created by setting them against each other, in
some form of separation of powers, but alas, the EU structure seems to entrench – or at
least facilitate – judicial supremacy, and even if this could be avoided, it provides no
incentives for any organs to limit EU action. At most, the recent involvement of
national parliaments in EU law can be seen as a step in this direction, but a limited
one.20

What that example reminds us, however, is that it is at the national level that there
are institutional incentives to read EU law strictly, while at the EU level the incentives
are more in the opposite direction. The involvement of national parliaments, in bringing
the national within the structure of the EU, is a step towards self-discipline and balance
– akin, in this respect, to a senate of regional representatives, but with a lower risk that
they will abandon their roots, since their physical location remains national.

The same can be done with courts. They are the organs that give EU law its meaning,
so to police that meaning it would make sense to ensure that national courts are as
involved as is the Court of Justice. Concretely, we should leave behind the idea that the
Court has interpretative authority over national courts, and instead embrace interpret-
ative pluralism. Each court should decide the meaning of EU law independently,
certainly taking other views into account, but ultimately following its own conscience
and reasoning, rather than the diktat of another court.

IV. THE SPACE FOR NATIONAL COURTS IN EU LAW

The current doctrine of the European Court of Justice is that when a reference is made,
it has authority to interpret the Treaty and EU law, but the national court has sole
authority to apply this interpretation to the facts, to make findings of fact and to
interpret national law.21 The reference procedure is a cooperative division of functions,
rather than an appeals process. The only hierarchy exists regarding the interpretation of
the EU law. Here, the Court’s interpretation is binding on the national court, and
implicitly on other national courts and authorities for which it is relevant. If they

20 See Federico Fabbrini and Katarzyna Granat, ‘“Yellow card, but no foul”: the role of the
national parliaments under the subsidiarity protocol and the Commission proposal for an EU
regulation on the right to strike’ (2013) 50 Common Market Law Review, 115.

21 Case 6/64 Costa v Enel ECLI:EU:C:1964:66; See generally G Davies, ‘Abstractness and
concreteness in the preliminary reference procedure’ in Niamh Nic Shuibhne (ed) Regulating the
Internal Market (Edward Elgar, 2006), 210–45, also available as ‘The division of powers
between the European Court of Justice and national courts’ on ssrn.com.
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behave contrary to an interpretation of the Court, even in a case to which they were not
a party, they may be liable in damages for breach of EU law.22

This doctrine leaves many underused opportunities for national courts to exert
influence and express dissent.23 The final application of a principle often involves
choices which determine the outcome of a case, so that the true meaning of EU law is
largely in their hands. They may, moreover, challenge the Court’s own implicit view of
where the line between interpretation and application comes. The Court often takes
remarkably concrete standpoints on questions of fact, or the legality of national laws,
and these can legitimately be argued to be exceeding its own proper function and
therefore nonbinding.24 The Court may be intending to offer helpful guidance, but
ruling that a particular national rule cannot be justified by a particular national policy
goal because it is not necessary or not proportionate, for example, is not inevitably seen
as interpretation of the Treaty. As well as this, national courts have the choice whether
to refer at all, and even final courts, who are obliged by the Treaty to refer questions of
EU law which they have to decide, can reduce this obligation to almost nothing by
reading most EU law issues as ones of application rather than interpretation. It is in fact
the case that supreme courts from many Member States refer few if any cases, and the
exclusively interpretative nature of a reference – in principle – provides them with a
convenient justification for this.25

Yet as well as resistance within the doctrine, there are arguments for resistance to it.
It is possible to achieve a space for national courts within EU law which is more
profound, and more coherent, than the one currently allocated to them by the Court of
Justice.

For it may be noted, as a starting point, that the distinction between interpretation
and application does not survive critical examination.26 Each application of the law is
an interpretation, because it is precisely in prohibiting or allowing that the law acquires
its meaning. A purely abstract meaning, devoid of consequences, is so trivial that it
should not properly be described as a meaning at all. It is instead merely a
reformulation, or a rephrasing. Perhaps there may be situations where the application of
a rule turns purely on quantitative or otherwise objectively measurable factors, and
truly no discretion is left to the national judge, but in EU law at least the applicatory
step typically involves using a relatively open norm – typically proportionality, and
sub-elements such as necessity or suitability – and it is precisely the choices made in
this application which give the rule meaning. Hence it is, perhaps, that the Court so

22 Case C-46 and 58/93 Brasserie du Pêcheur [1996] ECR I-1029 at paras 51–57.
23 G Davies, ‘Brexit and the Free Movement Of Workers: A Plea For National Legal

Assertiveness’ (2016) 6 European Law Review, 937.
24 See Broberg and Fenger, above, at 435–7; P Kerr ‘Trade mark tangles’ (2004) 29

European Law Review, 345.
25 G Martinico, Preliminary Reference and Constitutional Courts: Are You in the Mood for

Dialogue? (6 October 2009). Tilburg Institute of Comparative and Transnational Law Working
Paper No. 2009/10. Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=1483664 or http://dx.doi.org/
10.2139/ssrn.1483664.

26 Davies, ‘Abstractness’, above.
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often takes these steps itself, and rules on legality – even though it then strains its own
definition of the division of functions.27

One can bring coherence to the division of functions in two ways, but each is
undesirable. One is to accept that application is a purely executory function, a rubber
stamping: the Court gives the substance of the ruling, and the national court adds
appropriate signatures and formulae to give it domestic legal force. However, sidelining
the national judiciary like this will hardly lead to good law or to acceptance of EU law
on the part of judges, and conflicts with the idea that EU law has become a part of the
domestic legal order. The other path is to make the Court’s function truly a matter of
EU law alone: to insist that it should speak of EU law without speaking of national law.
Teachers often use examples, but not always – a rule may be explained through
discussion of its words and ideas. However, such a reformulatory approach to the idea
of interpretation does little to determine outcomes, making it rather pointless, and it has
the principled disadvantage of turning the Court explicitly into a legislator: a court that
does not decide particular cases but lays down rules, albeit that they derive from other
rules.

There is thus little reason to feel loyalty to the distinction between applying and
interpreting. On the contrary, the Court of Justice says whatever it feels able or inclined
to say about the case referred to it – which may extend to deciding which result the
national judge should choose, or merely to providing some formulae, principles or
ideas that they should use. The national judge can claim space within the process, but
is always vulnerable to a decision by the Court of Justice to push them out and
substantively decide the case itself. The resistance strategies above exist only as much
as the Court allows them – at least, if we accept the binding force of the Court’s
answers.

V. THE HIERARCHY OF COURTS IN EU LAW

Nothing in the Treaties says that the Court of Justice has the power to bind national
courts. Article 267 implies that its rulings on a preliminary reference shall be binding,
but it does not say it explicitly. Given the implications for conferral – which is
explicitly in the Treaty – there is a constitutional logic to resisting the implication. The
need for this can be avoided if the Court confines itself to rephrasing, but that makes its
function largely ceremonial. It does need to engage with the facts of a case to some
extent if it is to play a useful role. However, if it can issue binding rulings which
determine the outcome of the case, the Kompetenz-Kompetenz problem returns.

It is not essential, or even usual, that one court can impose an interpretation on
another. In the common law it is the usual practice, because it is accepted that the law
consists of accumulated decisions. The hierarchy of decisions, arising from the
hierarchy of courts, is part of the hierarchy of norms. However, many countries,
including many of those in the EU, regard the law, formally, as the text adopted by the
legislator. Uniformity of law requires uniformity of text, but not that all judges adopt

27 See T Tridimas, ‘Knocking on heaven’s door: fragmentation, efficiency and defiance in
the preliminary reference procedure’ (2003) 40 Common Market Law Review 9.
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the same interpretation. Certainly, this can lead to practical problems and even raise the
principled question of equal justice, so that mechanisms invariably exist to respond to
different interpretations.28 In the background, common training and culture for judges
help provide similar approaches, and doctrinal analysis of previous decisions helps
unify them and provide judges with a road map towards consistency. In the foreground,
appeals to ultimately a single court enable all litigants to ultimately face a single,
assumedly consistent, adjudicator. However, among the mechanisms to create uniform-
ity of result, the abandonment of judicial independence is not a primary one. Most
judges will seek to act in a way consistent with ‘best practice’ as understood by higher
courts, colleagues and doctrine, but ultimately their decision is their own, and nothing
authorises them to abandon their conscience because another judge takes a different
view. They interpret not as agents of another judge, but autonomously.

In practice, this is often the case even in common law systems. There are often
principled disagreements between federal circuits in the United States, and federal
appeal courts have even been known to resist Supreme Court judgments.29 Moreover,
the common law has its process of distinguishing – while a judge must pay lip service
to the principles extracted from higher cases, he has the possibility of explaining why
the facts before him are different, and justifying a different answer. Certainly, that may
be overturned on appeal, but he has the authority to decide on his own. That authority
is important, because lower judgments do influence appeals, either by the force of their
argument, or as an expression of lower judicial sentiment, or merely because of the
desire to create a relatively stable and predictable legal system.

By contrast, when the Court of Justice rules on facts referred to it, even this limited
judicial autonomy is taken away. In many cases it explicitly leaves a space for the
national judge to consider proportionality or to find facts, but in some it does not, and
when that is the case the national judge must choose between being merely a secretary
taking dictation or a rebel. There is no protected sphere of autonomy for the national
judge, no systemic respect for their judicial independence.

VI. INTERPRETATIVE PLURALISM AND THE BALANCE OF
EU LAW

The major argument against giving national courts more freedom to interpret EU law is
that it would lead to fragmentation of the law and loss of uniformity.30 The obligation
on supreme courts to refer is often considered to prevent them from entrenching
distinctive visions of EU law in their Member States. Yet EU law can fail in Member

28 M Lasser, ‘Anticipating three models of judicial control, debate and legitimacy: the
European Court of Justice, the Cour de cassation and the United States Supreme Court,’ NYU
Jean Monnet Working Paper No. 1/03 (2003).

29 See e.g. R M Re, ‘Narrowing Supreme Court Precedent from Below’ (2016) 104
Georgetown Law Journal 921; also available as UCLA School of Law Research Paper No.
15-51.

30 K Lenaerts, I Maselis and K Gutman, EU Procedural Law (Oxford University Press,
2014) at 245.
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States in many ways, and transforming the reference procedure from a cooperative
dialogue into subordination to the Court of Justice does not guarantee a uniform and
uniformly applied EU law. It is widely accepted that EU law is far from optimally
integrated into national legal practice, often overlooked or misunderstood by national
judges and authorities.

This may be changed more effectively by encouraging those national legal figures to
take ownership of EU law rather than merely acting as agents. They will be more
motivated to think seriously about it, and to consider themselves bound by it, if it is
emphasised that it is just like any other law, and that their own powers over it as
adjudicators are just the same as they would be for any other law. Certainly, they
should be encouraged to seek the advice of the ECJ when they consider it necessary or
helpful, but they should do so as equals, listening to each other and not seeking to order
each other around. The ECJ has a uniquely European perspective on the law, and a
developed vision of how the parts and the policy all fit together. That is valuable, and
should be taken seriously. The national judge has unique insight into the national
context and legal culture, and is best placed to understand what a rule can finally mean
in the case before them.

A vital element of this is the possibility of enforcement actions against Member
States violating EU law.31 If national courts systematically apply EU law in a way
contrary to the Court’s understanding, the Commission can take them to Luxembourg
and ultimately have them fined. National courts cannot afford to systematically ignore
what the Court says. But at the same time, enforcement actions are an inadequate way
to create a legal system, so the Court must also take account of how national courts are
deciding: it cannot afford to ignore them either. Rather, it will have to persuade them.
The essence of interpretative pluralism is that persuasion becomes more central, and
compulsion less so.

VII. INTERPRETATIVE PLURALISM AND THE INTEGRATION
OF EU LAW

There is a policy question to be answered about what we want EU law to achieve. If,
for example, it is purely a facilitator of certain activities – a market, some environ-
mental protection and some criminal cooperation, say – then one might easily think of
it in terms of maximally clear and uniform rules. Knowing that the legal position on
issues is identical everywhere reduces all kinds of costs and burdens.

One problem with this is that it does not and will not work. The EU lacks the mass
and strength to enforce to a degree that creates a truly homogeneous jurisdiction, and in
any case, its rules are embedded in diverse national legal systems so that the idea of a
uniform legal framework is not achievable. More to the point, the pronouncing of rules
centrally does not cause them to become the reality in the states unless legal actors in
the states embrace and accept that central authority. Otherwise the self-declared

31 Articles 258–269 TFEU.
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chieftains of EU law become themselves marginal figures, creating a doctrine without a
jurisdiction. In some parts of Europe this is not far from the reality.

Another problem is that it is too limited an ambition. The primary goal of the EU is
to change Member States and to bring them closer together – even if almost no one
believes that this closeness should be ever increasing, as the Treaty would pretend. This
is more effectively done by inserting legal principles as far as possible into national
legal systems and then letting them work transformation, by encouraging legal actors to
use them and to own them.32 Having 28 Member States who all embed a certain
principle within their own law will create something far more profound, and ultimately
far more harmonised, than having 28 Member States subordinated to a common rule.
Although there will be differences in how they interpret and apply that principle, there
will be greater harmonisation in the sense that they will be genuinely working to
integrate a common goal into their law, rather than reluctantly wriggling within a
common external framework: they will share something internal, rather than something
outside them all.

VIII. PLURALISM AND DIVERSITY WITHIN EU LAW

Pluralism remains an idea premised on the possibility of conflict. However, we can
make choices over where that conflict should be located. Interpretative pluralism within
EU law brings the potential conflicts inside, so that where interests and views clash the
legal conversation is about what EU law is and should be, rather than about which legal
system is top. Interpretative pluralism makes it plausible, and implicitly inevitable, that
national constitutions and EU law will never conflict, because judges will interpret
them so that they do not – just as different provisions of a single constitution are
interpreted that way, and tensions between different rights or principles are presented as
balance, not conflict. However, the price for that harmonisation of the relationship
between EU and national law is that EU law itself becomes more open to discussion,
perhaps more unstable, certainly more plural.

The very open-textured, purposive nature of EU law, and the challenges of relating it
sensibly to many different legal systems and interests, make it essential to discuss what
it should mean, but one court cannot discuss alone – it needs partners in interpret-
ation.33 The alternative is a stultifying monologue in which there is no space for serious
discussion of what EU law means in national contexts, and how it affects them.

Moreover, bringing conflicts inside reminds us that there are choices made in law.
The language of inevitability is a (perhaps necessary) weakness of legal systems, but
when law is as open and factually dependent as EU law is, to present decisions as
merely logical and inevitable consequences – without any serious discussion of other
judicial decisions or national context – is to sacrifice legitimacy to a dangerous extent.
On the contrary, EU law is and should be the product of many legal actors’

32 e.g. D Kostakopoulou, ‘European Union citizenship: writing the future’ (2007) 13
European Law Journal, 623.

33 P. Kirchhof, ‘The balance of powers between national and European institutions’ (1999) 5
European Law Journal, 225.
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considerations of what a principle means in different contexts, and they should take
account of each other’s considerations – just as an appeal court takes account of lower
judgments and their findings, even if it disagrees.

IX. CONCLUSION

There is a fear of letting go that is endemic to the European legal system. It makes
gestures towards respect for national legal autonomy and diversity – directives
nominally entail a degree of discretion for Member States, and lower national judges
are not obliged to refer – but these apparent freedoms are closely supervised, and
everything in the doctrine emphasises the obligation to conform to relatively precise
central legal prescriptions. The fear is that otherwise Member States will do things
differently.

They will, and that should be celebrated. EU law is an extended policy prescription
and there is much to learn about how it can and should work. There is no particular
reason to want formally identical application – which would have substantively
different consequences – in every single Member State. There are good constitutional
and policy reasons to want Member States to think as seriously as they can about how
the Treaty principles can be incorporated into their particular legal order, and to want
the European institutions and the other Member States to learn about this from each
other. Interpretative pluralism encourages this. The Court’s constitutionally unfounded
claim to Kompetenz-Kompetenz, and its reluctance to leave decisional independence to
national judges, stand in its way.
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